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Abstract

In this paper we consider a formulation of theH2 optimal control
problem in which the controller is not viewed as an operator that
transforms measurements to controls. Instead, the controller is
assumed to be a device that constrains a set of a-priori specified
interconnection variables so as to achieve a controlled system
whose manifest variables have a free component and satisfy
an upperbound on theL2 norm of its impulse response. We
formalize and solve this problem in a behavioral setting, that is,
without reference to system representations and input-output
structures. The equivalance between theH2 control problem,
the generalizedH2 control problem and the LQ optimal control
problem are established.

1 Introduction

The theory ofH2 optimal control is undoubtedly among the
most important tools for multi-variable control system analysis
and design. In its most general formulation, theH2 optimal
control problem amounts to synthesizing a feedback controller
for a given plant so as to minimize theH2 norm of the transfer
function of the controlled system which maps exogenous dis-
turbances to a controlled output variable. When the exogenous
disturbances are given a stochastic interpretation and assumed
to be independent zero mean white noise sequences of unit vari-
ance then theH2 optimal control problem is known as the Linear
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) problem, a problem which has been
studied since 1960 and which has marked the beginning of mod-
ern control theory.

We refer to [4] and references therein for an extensive and re-
cent treatment of theH2 optimal control problem in its many
variations. In this paper we propose a formulation of this prob-
lem which is motivated by recent achievements in the behavioral
theory of dynamical systems. See [2,6–9]. In the behavioral set-
ting, a controller is not viewed as an operator which transforms
measurements to controls. Rather, the role of the controller is
to constrain a distinguished set of interconnection variables of a
plant, so as to achieve a more desirable behavior. Control system
synthesis then amounts to designing an additional set of laws
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for a given plant, so as to achieve a specified control objective.
The controlled system is the interconnection of the plant with
the controller and is simply the restriction of the plant behavior
to those trajectories which also satisfy the laws imposed by the
controller. This setting has various advantages. Firstly, it is in-
dependent of input-output partitionings of the interconnection
variables, i.e., there is no need to distinguish between measure-
ment and control variables prior to the design of a control sys-
tem. In particular, this means that the controller is not viewed
as a signal processor that transforms measurements in controls.
Secondly, the causality structure of the controlled system can
be disregarded in the control synthesis problem. Thirdly, we
believe that for many practical control problems this setting is
more natural.

2 Controlled systems

We consider discrete time systems with time setT = Z and
finite dimensional real signal spacesP = R

p. Let �(T , P )

denote the set of all mappingsp : T → P . The systems we
wish to control are given by subsets

P ⊆ �(T , P )

which are linear, time-invariant and closed in the topology of
pointwise convergence. It is well known [6,7] that these systems
can be descried by

R(σ)p = 0

whereR(ξ) ∈ R
·×p[ξ ] is a matrix withp columns of polynomi-

als with real valued coefficients, andσ denotes the shift, defined
for p ∈ �(T , P ) by (σp)(t) := p(t + 1). Hence, the systems
we consider here are the solution sets of auto-regressive poly-
nomial difference equations. This class of systems has been
extensively studied [2, 6, 7] and will be denoted byL

p or by L

if the dimension of the signal space is clear from the context.
In other words,L consists of those systemsP which can be
represented asP = kerR(σ) for some matrix polynomialR.

Let P ∈ L
p be a dynamical system and suppose that its signal

spaceP is the Cartesian productP = W ×C with W = R
w and

C = R
c both non-trivial. This means that trajectoriesp ∈ P

are partitioned asp = col(w, c), wherew has dimensionw
and c has dimensionc. We call w the manifest variable, c

theinterconnection variable and we refer toP as thefull plant
behavior. A controller (for P ) is a dynamical systemC ∈ L

c

which constrains the interconnection variablesc of P , (and thus
also the manifest variablesw). Theinterconnection of the plant
P and the controllerC is the system

Kfull := {(w, c) | (w, c) ∈ P andc ∈ C}
which we will refer to as thefull controlled system. The idea is
depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: System interconnections

By eliminating the interconnection variable from the plant and
the controlled system we obtain the following sets

Pmax := {w | ∃ c such that(w, c) ∈ P } (1a)

K := {w | ∃ c such that(w, c) ∈ Kfull } (1b)

Pmin := {w | (w, 0) ∈ P }. (1c)

These are, respectively, themaximal plant behavior, the con-
trolled system behavior and theminimal plant behavior. The
maximal plant behavior has unconstrained interconnection vari-
ables and is therefore maximal in a set theoretic sense. The
minimal plant behavior is maximally constrained in the sense
that its interconnection variables are all set to zero. It is an easy
exercise to show that for any plantP ∈ L

w+c and controller
C ∈ L

c, the sets (1) all belong toLw. We writeK = P � C to
denote the interconnection of the plantP and the controllerC.

In this setting, control will mean to findC, givenP , such that
the controlled systemK = P � C consists of trajectories that
are desirable or acceptable in a well defined sense. For this,
the setK needs to beimplementable and satisfy thecontrol
objectives. We will define these notions first.

Definition 2.1 (Implementability) A set K ∈ L
w is imple-

mentable (for the plantP ) if there existsC ∈ L
c such that

K = P � C.

That is,K is implementable if it is the interconnection of the
plantP with a suitable controllerC ∈ L

c. To formalize desir-
able or acceptable behavior, we introduce the notion of acontrol
objective as follows (see also [11]).

Definition 2.2 (Control objectives) A control objective is a
quadruple O = (Rmin, Smin, Rmax, Smax) of subsets of
�(T , W). A systemK is said tosatisfy the control objective
O if

Smin ⊆ K + Rmin (2a)

K ∩ Rmax ⊆ Smax. (2b)

The control objectiveO specifies desirable behavior in the sense
that we findK acceptable only if it satisfies (2). Note that
the inclusions (2) are dual. We will call (2a) aminimal and
(2b) amaximal requirement for K. The minimal requirement
formalizes the idea thatK should be “sufficiently rich” in that
a suitable extension of this system contains at least a specified
set of trajectories (such as disturbances, reference trajectories

or norm-bounded signals). The maximal requirement specifies
performance of the system.

The following result precisely characterizes the set of imple-
mentable systems. For a proof we refer to [1,5].

Theorem 2.3 K ∈ L
w is implementable if and only if

Pmin ⊆ K ⊆ Pmax (3)

Hence, only the systems whose behaviors are wedged in be-
tweenPmin andPmaxare implementable. The main implication
ofTheorem 2.3 is that we can focus on the synthesis of controlled
systemsK rather than on the synthesis of controllers. Indeed,
if K ∈ L

w satisfies the inclusions (3), then an explicit algorithm
for the synthesis of a controllerC ∈ L

c such thatK = P � C
is as follows.

1. Let P = ker
[
Rw(σ) Rc(σ )

]
with R = [Rw Rc] ∈

R
·×(w+c)[ξ ] a polynomial kernel representation of the

plantP and suppose that (3) holds.

2. Calculate a polynomialU(ξ) ∈ R
·×c[ξ ] such thatK =

kerU(σ)Rw(σ). (SuchU exists).

3. SetC(ξ) = U(ξ)Rc(ξ) and define the controller

C = kerC(σ).

ThenC ∈ L
c and it follows thatK = P � C.

Given Pmax, Pmin, Rmin, Rmax, Smin and Smax, the control
problem is therefore to findK ∈ L

w, if it exists, which is
implementable (i.e., satisfies (3)) and which satisfies the con-
trol objectiveO (i.e., (2)). Any suchK is said to be asolution
of the control problem and in that case we will say thatK
achieves O for the plant P . It is obvious that for a givenP
and given control objectivesO, solutions for the corresponding
control problem may not exist. The following result provides a
necessary condition for the existence of solutions.

Theorem 2.4 K achieves the control objective O for the plant
P only if

Pmin ∩ Rmax ⊆ Smax,

Pmax + Rmin ⊇ Smin

Proof. If K achievesO for P , then (3) and (2b) implies that
Pmin ∩ Rmax ⊆ K ∩ Rmax ⊆ Smax. Similarly, (3) and (2a)
imply Pmax + Rmin ⊇ K + Rmin ⊇ Smin which yields the
result. ✷

In words, a necessary condition for the existence of a controller
that achieves acceptable performance, is that the minimal plant
behaviorPmin must satisfy the maximal requirement, and the
maximal plant behaviorPmax must satisfy the minimal require-
ment. These conditions are clearly not sufficient. The following
result shows that solutions of the control problem are in general
not unique.



Theorem 2.5 IfK1 andK2 achieveO forP , then anyK with
K1 ⊆ K ⊆ K2 also achieves O for P .

Proof. Immediate from (2) and(3). ✷

The observation of Theorem 2.5 is at the basis of the following
result.

Theorem 2.6 Let P , P ′ ∈ L
w+c be two plants and suppose

that K ∈ L
w achieves O for P . If K ⊆ P ′

max ⊆ Pmax then K
also achieves O for P ′.

Proof. SincePmin ⊆ P ′
max ⊆ Pmax, Theorem 2.3 implies that

P ′
maxis implementable forP . Consequently, there existsC such

thatP ′
max = P � C. But thenP ′

min = {w | (w, 0) ∈ P ′} =
{w | (w, 0) ∈ P , 0 ∈ C} = Pmin, so thatP ′

min ⊆ K ⊆ P ′
max.

Conclude from Theorem 2.3 thatK is implementable forP ′.
The result then follows. ✷

3 Three control problems

In this section we will formalize and discuss three control prob-
lems As for the notation, let�2 be the set of square summable
sequences onZ and denote by�+

2 the set of elements in�2 which
vanish fort < 0. That isw ∈ �+

2 if w(t) = 0 for t < 0 and
the norm‖w‖2

2 := ∑∞
t=0 |w(t)|2 is finite. Further, let�f

2 and
�

p
2 be the restriction of�2 to Z+ andZ−, respectively. (the su-

perscripts stand for ‘future’ and ‘past’, respectively). Laplace
or z-transformed signalsw ∈ �2 are denoted bŷw. H∞ and
H2 denote the usual (normed) spaces of complex vector-valued
functions that are, resp., bounded and square integrable on the
unit circle and which have bounded analytic continuation out-
side the unit circle.

Let w be partitioned as

w =
(

d

z

)
(4)

whered has dimensiond > 0, z has dimensionz > 0 and
w = d + z. TheH2 control objective is then defined by the
quadrupleOH2 = (Rmin, Smin, Rmax, Smax) where

Rmin := ker
(
Id 0

)
(5a)

Smin := �+
2 , (5b)

Rmax := {w ∈ �+
2 | σd = 0, ‖d‖2 ≤ 1} (5c)

Smax := {w ∈ �+
2 | ‖z‖2 < 1} (5d)

This yields the following formulation of theH2 control problem.

Definition 3.1 (H2 control problem) TheH2 control problem
amounts to finding a systemK ∈ L

w that achieves the objective
OH2 for a given plantP ∈ L

w+c.

The control objectiveOH2 can be interpreted as follows. With
the specificationsOH2, the minimal requirement (2a) for the

controlled systemK is equivalent to the condition thatd is a
free �+

2 variable. This means that for everyd ∈ �+
2 there should

exist at least onez ∈ �+
2 such that col(d, z) is compatible with

the controlled system in the sense that col(d, z) ∈ K. Stated
otherwise, the controller which is supposed to achieveOH2 is
not allowed to constrain the variabled of the plant. To interpret
the maximal requirement (2b), note thatw ∈ Rmaxif and only if
w = col(d, z) whered satisfiesd(t) = 0 for all nonzerot ∈ Z,
while d(0) may be an arbitrary element in the unit ball ofR

d.
Any suchd is therefore an impulse,Rmaxis a set ofimpulses and
it is for this reason that we refer toK ∩ Rmax as theimpulsive
behavior of K. The maximal requirement therefore states thatz

satisfies the norm constraint‖z‖2 < 1 in the impulsive behavior
of the controlled system.

A second control problem is the following. Let�+∞ denote the
set of all signalsw onZ which vanish fort < 0 and which have
bounded amplitude

‖w‖∞ := sup
t≥0

√
w�(t)w(t).

Thegeneralized H2 control objective is defined by the quadruple
OGH2 = (Rmin, Smin, Rmax, Smax) where

Rmin := ker
(
Id 0

)
(6a)

Smin := �+
2 , (6b)

Rmax := {w ∈ �+
2 | ‖d‖2 ≤ 1} (6c)

Smax := {w ∈ �+
2 | ‖z‖∞ < 1}. (6d)

Hence, the minimal requirement in the control objectiveOGH2 is
equal to the minimal requirement inOH2, whereas the maximal
requirement inOGH2 amounts to saying that in the controlled
system all signalsz, that are compatible with ad in the unit ball
of �+

2 , should have amplitude at most one.

Definition 3.2 (Generalized H2 control problem) The gen-
eralizedH2 control problem amounts to finding a systemK ∈
L
w that achieves the objectiveOGH2 for a given plantP ∈ L

w+c.

Note the difference between the three control problems formu-
lated in Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2. We refer to [4] and [3]
for a detailed treatment of, resp., theH2 and generalizedH2
control problem in the usual input-output setting.

As a third control problem, we consider the Linear Quadratic
(LQ) control problem which has been discussed and solved
in the behavioral setting in [12]. The partitioning (4) of the
manifest variablew will not be relevant for this problem. Let
P ∈ L

w+c be a given plant,p = w + c and letp ∈ �(T , R
p)

be an arbitrary trajectory. The restrictionsp− := p|Z− and
p+ := p|Z+ will be referred to as thepast and thefuture of p,
respectively. The set ofcontinuations of p is defined as

P (p) := {p̄ ∈ P | p̄− = p−}.
In words, the set of continuations ofp consists of all trajectories
whose past coincides with the past ofp and whose futures are



compatible with the laws of the plant. Note thatP (p) is non-
empty if and only ifp− ∈ P − and note thatP (p) only depends
on the past ofp. Define the control objectiveOLQ by the
quadruple:

Rmin := Pmax(0), (7a)

Smin := Pmax, (7b)

Rmax := ∪w−∈�
p
2, ‖w−‖2≤1Pmax(w) (7c)

Smax := {w ∈ �2 | ‖w+‖2 < 1}. (7d)

With these specifications, the minimal requirement (2a) of the
LQ control objective is equivalent of saying that the state dimen-
sion of the controlled system should be no smaller than the state
dimension of the plant. That is, the controller is not allowed to
reduce the dimension of the state variable of the plant. Details
of this claim can be found in [12]. The maximal requirement
states that in the controlled system all futures that are compat-
ible with a past in the unit ball of�p

2 should have�f
2-norm at

most one.

Definition 3.3 (LQ control problem) The LQ control prob-
lem amounts to finding a systemK ∈ L

w that achieves the
objectiveOLQ for a given plantP ∈ L

w+c.

4 Main results

The main results in this section claim that the three control
problems of Section 3 are, under suitable conditions, equivalent
in a well-defined sense.

First, we will characterize the control objectivesOH2 andOGH2.
For this, consider the�2 behavior of a dynamical systemK ∈
L
w which is defined asK ∩ �+

2 . Infer from [10] thatK ∩ �+
2

can be written as either the kernel or image of a rational, stable
operator inH∞, i.e., there exist rational�, � ∈ H∞ such that

K ∩ �+
2 = {w ∈ �+

2 | �ŵ = 0}
= {w ∈ �+

2 | ŵ ∈ �H2}
whereŵ denotes thez-transform ofw.

Theorem 4.1 Let K ∈ L
w. Then the following statements are

equivalent.

1. K satisfies the control objective OH2.

2. K satisfies the control objective OGH2.

3. For every full row rank representation

(
�d �z

) (
d̂

ẑ

)
= 0

of K ∩ �+
2 , �z is square and invertible, T := �−1

z �d

belongs to H∞ and

‖T ‖2
H2

:= 1

2π
λmax

(∫ 2π

0
T ∗(eiω)T (eiω)dω

)
< 1. (8)

4. For every full column rank representation

ŵ =
(

d̂

ẑ

)
∈

(
�d

�z

)
H2

of K ∩ �+
2 , �d is square and invertible, T := �z�

−1
d

belongs to H∞ and satisfies (8).

Proof. (1 ⇒ 3). SupposeK satisfiesOH2. Then�z is in-
jective. Indeed,�zz = 0, z �= 0 implies that col(0, αz) ∈
K ∩ Rmax, and it follows that‖αz‖ < 1. Sinceα is arbitrary,
this leads to a contradiction, proving that�z is injective. By
(2a), for alld ∈ �+

2 there existsz ∈ �+
2 such that�dd+�zz = 0.

Hence,�dH2 ⊆ �zH2. As� has full rank, and�z is injective,
�z must be square and invertible. Injectivity of�z moreover
implies thatz is uniquely determined byd. Consequently, there
exists a mapT : H2 → H2 such that(d, z) ∈ K ∩ �+

2 if and
only if z = T d. Obviously,T = −�−1

z �d andT belongs to
H∞. Now use the isometry between�+

2 andH2 (Parseval) to
infer that (8) is equivalent to (2b).

(3 ⇒ 1). For all d ∈ �+
2 , z := T d satisfies�dd + �zz =

0, implying that col(d, z) ∈ K. Hence (2a) holds. That (8)
implies (2b) has already be proven.

(1 ⇔ 2). We will take a rather ‘indirect’ route via state space
representations. Using the equivalence (1⇔ 3), we infer that
(1) is equivalent of saying thatK admits a representation of the
form x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bd(t), z(t) = Cx(t) + Dd(t) for
which there existsY = Y� such that the inequalities


Y > 0

Y > BB� + AYA�

DD� + CYC� < I

(9)

hold. Indeed,d should be a free variable and therefore qualifies
as input of a suitable state representation of the operatorT ,
whereas for impulsived with d0 = d(0) and‖d‖2 ≤ 1 we infer
that

‖z‖2
2 < d�

0 d0 ≤ 1

if and only if there existsX = X� which satisfies the inequali-
ties 


X > 0

X > C�C + A�XA

D�D + B�XB < I

(10)

Using duality, we infer that there existsX satisfying (10) if
and only if there existsY satisfying (9). Withx(0) = 0, the
existence of such aY is equivalent to saying that there exists
ε > 0 such that for alld ∈ �+

2 and allt ≥ 0{
x(t)�Y−1x(t) ≤ ∑t

k=0 d�(t)d(t)

z�(t)z(t) ≤ (1 − ε)x(t)�Y−1x(t)

Hence,

z�(t)z(t) ≤ (1 − ε)

t∑
k=0

d�(t)d(t) ≤ (1 − ε)‖d‖2
2



Taking the supremum overt ≥ 0 yields‖z‖∞ ≤ (1 − ε)‖d‖2
2,

which yields statement (2). Since this argument can be con-
versed, (2) also implies (1).

The equivalence (1⇔ 4) is the dual of (1⇔ 3) and proven in
a similar way. ✷

An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that theH2 and
generalizedH2 control problem are equivalent. Precisely,

Theorem 4.2 Let P ∈ L
w+c be a given plant. Then the H2

control problem is solvable if and only if the generalized H2
control problem is solvable. Moreover, K achieves OH2 for P
if and only if K achieves OGH2 for P .

Next, we will achieve the equivalence of either of these problems
with the LQ control problem as formalized in Definition 3.3, for
the so called full information case.

The full information case

The full information case concerns plantsP ∈ L
w+c with the

property that the manifest variablesw are observable from the
interconnection variablesc. Precisely, if(w′, c), (w′′, c) ∈ P
implies thatw′ = w′′ thenw is said to be observable fromc.
The following result characterizes this property.

Theorem 4.3 Let P ∈ L
w+c. The following statements are

equivalent.

1. in P , w is observable from c.

2. Pmin = 0.

3. there exists M ∈ R
w×c[ξ ] such that (w, c) ∈ P implies

w = M(σ)c.

The full information case is therefore characterized by the prop-
erty that all relevant knowledge of the manifest variables can be
deduced from knowledge of the interconnection variables.

Consider theH2 control problem as defined in Definition 3.1.
LetP ∈ L

w+c be a given plant and let its manifest variablesw =
col(d, z) be partitioned as in (4). Letπz denote the projection
of w onto the componentz, i.e.,πz(w) = z. By Theorem 2.4,
a necessary condition for solvability of theH2 problem is that
Smin ⊆ Pmax + Rmin. As noted before, this is equivalent of
saying thatd is a free variable inPmax. We assume this to be
the case and make the following additional assumptions:

A1 P is controllable.

A2 Pmin = 0.

A3 For all z ∈ �2 with z− ∈ πzP
−
max there existsd ∈ �+

2 such
thatz ∈ πzPmax.

For a definition of controllability in the behavioral setting we
refer to [6,9]. Assumption A2 implies that we consider the full

information case only. Assumption A3 can be interpreted as
a property ofinstantaneous controllability of the state of the
plant through the variabled. Indeed, A3 can be restated as
πz[Pmax(0)]+ = �(Z+, Z), that is, every trajectoryz : Z+ →
Z can be obtained from the equilibrium response ofPmax.

Define thenoise-free behavior of the plantP as the set

Z := {(z, c) ∈ �(T , R
z+c) | (0, z, c) ∈ P }.

It is immediate thatZ ∈ L
z+c, and sinceP is controllable, also

Z is controllable. We will consider the Linear Quadratic (LQ)
control problem for the plantZ. That is, letZmax andZmin
denote the maximal and minimal behavior ofZ, respectively.
Observe thatPmin = 0 implies thatZmin = 0 and controlla-
bility of Z implies controllability ofZmax. The LQ problem
for the plantZ is now specified byOLQ and has formalized in
Definition 3.3

Theorem 4.4 Let P ∈ L
w+c be a given plant and suppose that

Assumptions A1, A2 and A3 hold. Let Z denote the noise
free behavior of P . Then there exists a non-singular matrix
R ∈ R

d×d such that for

P ′ := {(z, d ′, c) | d ′ = Rd and (z, d, c) ∈ P }
the following statements are equivalent

1. The H2 control problem is solvable for P ′.

2. The generalized H2 control problem is solvable for P ′.

3. The LQ problem is solvable for Z.

Moreover, any controller C that solves one of these problems,
will solve either of the other.

This means that under the given assumptions the three problems
of Section 3 are equivalent up to a rescaling of the variabled.

5 A design example

The merits of the behavioral framework have been criticized
more than once with the question whether something new has
been contributed to the existing tools of analysis and synthesis
in control engineering. The following example shows that a tra-
ditional input-output setting of theH2 optimal control problem
may lead to performance levels which can be out-performed
when the setting is replaced by a behavioral one.

We consider the example of an active suspension of a trans-
port vehicle as described in [11]. The plant is modeled by the
equations{

m2q̈2 + b2(q̇2 − q̇1) + k2(q2 − q1) − F = 0

m1q̈1 + b2(q̇1 − q̇2) + k2(q1 − q2) + k1(q1 − q0) + F = 0

wherem1, m2 are masses of the axle mass and the chassis mass,
resp.,F is a force acting onm2, qi , i = 1, 2 denote the dis-
placement of the massmi , andq0 represents the vertical de-
viations in the road profile with respect to some equilibrium



position and some velocity of the vehicle. The numbersk1,
k2 andb2 denote spring and damping constants. This defines
a linear, time-invariant (continuous time) plantP ′ with mani-
fest variablesw′ := col(q0, q̈2, q2 − q1, q1 − q0, F ) and with
interconnection variablesc := col(q̈2, q2 − q1, F ).

A realistic set of model parameters∗ is given bym1 = 1.5×103,
m2 = 1 × 104, k1 = 5 × 106, k2 = 5 × 105 andb2 = 5 ×
104 which we will use in the present example. We extend the
dynamics of the plant so as to incorporate suitable weighting
parameters for the manifest variables reflecting road, passenger
comfort and physical system characterisics. Specifically, the
manifest variablew′ of P ′ is replaced byw wherew′ andw are
related by

w =




.01(s + 1) 0 0 0 0
0 s+10

.01s2+s+50
0 0 0

0 0 100 0 0
0 0 0 100 0
0 0 0 0 1


 w′

Hence the plantP consists of all trajectories(w, c) which sat-
isfy these equations. Note that this plant is linear, time-invariant
with signal spacesW = R

5 andC = R
3.

In the standard input-output setting of theH2 optimal control
problem, the interconnection variablesc need to be partitioned
in a measurement and a control variable. From a physical point
of view, a possible choice isc = col(u, y) whereu = q̈2 is the
control andy = col(q2 − q1, F ) is the measurement variable.

Let w = col(d, z) where d = w1 reflects the (weighted)
road profile andz = col(w2, . . . , w5) the (weighted) to-be-
controlled variables.

With these specifications, the transfer function of the plant
which maps col(d, u) to col(z, y) is proper. However, there
doesnot exist a proper controller such that theH2 norm of
the closed-loop transfer function is finite. In other words, the
standardH2 optimal control problem has no solution in this
input-output setting.

On the other hand, in the behavioral formulation of thisH2
control problem, (properly adapted to the continuous time case),
solutionsdo exist in the sense that there exist implementable
controlled systemsK in which d is a free variable, and the to-
be-controlled outputz in the impulsive behavior ofK satisfies
the norm constraint‖z‖2 < 1.

The main point of this example is that a classical input-output
formulation of theH2 control problem does not lead to solu-
tions, whereas a formulation of this control problem in a be-
havioral setting does lead to a solution. As for this example,
we remark that the controlled behaviorK admits a feedback
implementation in the sense that there exists a controllerC, a
partitioningc = col(u, y) of the interconnection variables and
a proper rational transfer functionC such that

C = {c | c = col(u, y), u = Cy}
∗Courtesy of B. de Jager, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Eind-

hoven University of Technology.

such thatK = P � C.
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